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9.2 Multi-view Displays: Film

Scott McCloud [1] talks about the cultural differences in comics: about how different styles of narration 
and conventions are used in Eastern vs Western cultures. He describes a process of classifying the 
comics by coding the scene transition styles. Zacks & Magliano [2] describe a similar classification 
process based on scene cuts in films. This led me to think about two ideas based on this concept. I will 
also discuss about the possibility of using narratives in designing user interfaces.

Idea 1 -  Automatic scene categorization

If we can develop mechanisms that can automatically detect the type of scene cuts, then we can 
imagine building systems that can automatically categorize the film based on its narrative style. Such a 
system might be able to detect the cultural origin – US vs Japan or even be able to differentiate between 
commercial vs art films based on the scene cuts in the films. What could we do with this 
categorization? Let us consider film recommender systems [3] wherein the system recommends a film 
to a user based on his demonstrated preferences and ratings. We could use the categorization data to 
feed into the recommender system. For example, based on scene cuts of the films that the user has rated 
highly, the system could recommend films that have similar narrative style. This might turn out to be an 
interesting way to discover new films. But for this approach to work, both our understanding of the 
underlying mechanisms and the processing power of the computers has to be sufficiently developed.

Idea 2 - Cross cultural translation

Even if they are not fully developed to the level which enables complete automatic categorization we 
could still leverage our knowledge of these systems in interesting ways. Let us consider the efforts put 
into customizing a film across cultures such as dubbing of soundtracks. Can we dub the narrative style 
of the film to better suit audiences across cultures? Think of an expert film editor who is well versed 
with the narrative styles of multiple cultures. The editor can then, with the aid of tools that 
automatically detect and segment scene boundaries, re-edit and re-render the film from the narrative 
style of one culture to another. The tools need not be fully advanced to enable complete automatic 
categorization  as the editor can override the mistakes they make.

Mental models vs Event models

In user interfaces learnability and usability are to a large extent dependent on the difference between 
the functional model designed into the system and user's mental model of the system. Learning of the 
optimal mental model of the system could be facilitated by using a narrative based event model. This 
could be literal, where in we use narrative in instances when the system communicates with the user, 
such as help systems and system messages, to enhance user's mental model of the system. This could 
also be conceptual, where in narrative is used subliminally in the design of the user interface – in 
designing how and where the functional cuts and breaks in the user interface occur. For example 
consider the drop-down menu organization in a software. It has two dimensions: horizontal and 
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vertical. This can be considered as functional equivalents of the granular vs finer segmentation of 
scenes.

We could even think about interrupting user's activity with alert messages preferably at event 
boundaries (assuming we could detect it correctly). This could minimize the effects of interruption for 
the user (such as memory) and improve usability.

Thus we saw how automatic or semi-automatic detection of scenes could help us potentially categorize 
films based on it and also enable cultural customization. We also saw how narratives could be used in a 
seemingly unlikely place - user interface design - to improve usability.
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